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Where’s my job?

6 JUNE I Michaël Pilaeten



THE JOB MARKET
looking at







Linkedin.com/jobs
Stepstone.be

Vacature.com
Vdab.be

Be.indeed.com
Monster.be



Programming

Agile

Azure

Containerization

Docker

.NET

CI/CD

Jenkins

SCRUM

AWS



FOR HARD SKILLS
recruiting



Hard skills

Hard skills, also called technical skills, are any skills relating to a specific task or situation. It involves both 
understanding and proficiency in such specific activity that involves methods, processes, procedures, or 
techniques.
These skills are easily quantifiable unlike soft skills, which are related to one's personality. These are also skills 
that can be or have been tested and may entail some professional, technical, or academic qualification.
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THOSE SOFT SKILLS
What about



Soft skills

Soft skills are a combination of interpersonal people skills, social skills, communication skills, character traits, 
attitudes, career attributes and emotional intelligence quotient (EQ) among others, that enable people to 
navigate their environment, work well with others, perform well, and achieve their goals with complementing 
hard skills.
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The 
unexamined life is not

worth living









THE JOB MARKET
looking at



THE JOB MARKET
forget

I’ll do my own research



• Spotify
• Write user stories
• Solve production issues
• Write acceptance criteria
• Assess priorities
• Write detailed requirements
• Server management
• Spike / prototype
• Write code
• SAFe
• Write unit tests
• Exploratory Testing
• Test Automation
• Have a cultivated beard
• Change Management
• Be an amigo
• Release Management
• Set up CI/CD pipelines
• Do BDD/ATDD
• Manage a SCRUM/Kanban board
• …





YOURSELF
knowing



MBTI

Introversion
/

Extraversion

Intuition
/

Sensing

Feeling
/

Thinking

Perception
/

Judging



Plant

Monitor-
Evaluator

Specialist

Completer Finisher

ShaperImplementer

Co-ordinator

Teamworker

Resource 
Investigator

BELBIN

Sapient

Just Do It

The team



QUALIFICATION
message from



IT
Knowledge

Soft
Skills

Domain
Knowledge

Role
Knowledge

Trainable skills

Experience Attitude



DEVOPS ENGINEER
hallmarks of a



1 - Novice

2 - Competent

3 - Proficient

4 - Expert

5 - Master

12
4
8
5

capabilties
skill areas
knowledge areas
competence levels



Business Value



Business Analysis  .



Architecture & Design  .



Programming



Continuous Delivery  .



Testing  .



Infrastructure Engineering



Security, Risk & Compliance



Courage  .



Teambuilding  .



Leadership



Continuous improvement .





THE RIGHT ONE(S)
finding



JOB QUESTIONS
A) appealing



When you had to report to multiple stakeholders simultaneously in your previous 
assignment, how did you elicitate their reporting preferences and how did you combine 

contradicting priorities?



Can you elaborate on a business conflict you encountered? 
What was your approach to the problem and how did you resolve the conflict?



Can you recall and describe your most demanding manager? 
What was the most difficult aspect of your relation from your point of view? How did 

you handle the situation? 



What are your areas of improvement? 
Are you already undertaking actions to strengthen these areas? How?



Please describe your typical  “nightmare” day, a day where everything went wrong.



What kind of work environment brings out the best in you?
And the worst?



Tell me about a colleague or stakeholder you didn’t agree with 
and why you think you didn’t agree.



QUESTIONNAIRES
B) MBTI or Belbin





ASSESSMENTS
C) Personal





SIMULATIONS
D) Business





SUMMARIZED
the talk• Soft skills are becoming hard skills

• Recruit for attitude, train for excellence
• Know yourself, know your stakeholders
• A competence model is a great help


